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The cloud has become a valuable part of modern life and its
adoption has significantly increased.
Many of us now depend on the benefits of the cloud for
some of the most common life experiences such as listening
to music, watching television and classroom learning. They
have all been improved by the ability to access, manage and
purchase IT resources online.
Businesses are no different. Enterprises are now leveraging
the efficiency and on-demand access of cloud more than
ever before to speed innovation, cut costs and improve
productivity.
But, like many revolutionary solutions before it, there are still
plenty of obstacles to overcome. Are you fully prepared for
the cloud? Find out how RiverSafe can help.
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Whilst cloud service providers such as AWS, Google Cloud

RiverSafe delivers a range of security consulting services which

At RiverSafe, we understand that whether you plan to migrate

and Microsoft Azure have made it easier to rely on off-site

provide customers with the support they need in order to move

to the cloud, want to secure and maintain your existing cloud

solutions for compute, storage, networking, big data and so

applications and data to the cloud. RiverSafe security services

infrastructure, or build solutions in the cloud, you need to

on, security remains a major concern and inhibitor for the

are designed to ensure the security posture of the organisation is

ensure that you are fully prepared. For that reason, we highly

Enterprise.

maintained or improved during the journey to the cloud by securing

recommend that the first step in the process is a full security

applications and deploying security intelligence and compliance in

architecture review. We ask questions that focus around

AWS, Google Cloud and Microsoft Azure. This includes providing full

whether applications are best suited to a cloud or an on-premise

architecture reviews and ensuring your SIEM integrates with both

environment and whether applications are designed to work in

your on-and off-premise applications.

the cloud or migrating them will create significant issues?

frequency of cyber-attacks, both of which are focusing

Simplifying and automating deployment helps to eliminate human

We deploy solutions that undertake continuous compliance

organisations’ attention on data security.

interaction around critical services, thus avoiding human error. We

checks on your cloud infrastructure, providing reports and alerts

can also deploy service catalogues to those customers who want to

when services and solutions fail. And our managed services

do the initial design themselves.

capabilities mean that we can offer ongoing monitoring of your
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While the benefits of cloud are well understood, there is less
certainty around the process and security of migrating on
premise systems. This reluctance has been heightened by

RiverSafe helps with the cloud migration process
by ensuring that all the actions in the plan are
delivered on time and to the right standard and
that the move is a safe and productive one.

the advent of regulations such as GDPR and the increased

The nature of the cloud naturally increases the number of

We make sure that whether on cloud, on-premise,

integration points and outside platforms which provide

or in a hybrid environment your data is still

more potential access points for malicious attackers.

protected in the same way. Ultimately this means
that data is protected both in transit and at rest.
RiverSafe has helped some of the UK’s largest
organisations
technology
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and
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investment

more

in

productive,

profitable, competitive and secure in the cloud.

cloud infrastructure, making sure everything is up to date and
Additionally, RiverSafe provides continuous scanning for compliance,
whether applications are on-premise or in the cloud. This means

This is one of the primary reasons that businesses can be

that we make sure that any devices deployed are not vulnerable

unwilling to transfer their applications and data to the

when they are in the cloud.

cloud. They fear that there’ll be an increase in attacks and

latest most innovative technologies.

Any cybersecurity practices already in place for your on-premise
solutions will need to be adapted to work in the cloud. Most
importantly, we will ensure that security information and event
management (SIEM) software can be integrated into your cloud

general risk to data integrity. Insecure migration processes

servers. SIEM tools allow for a holistic view of the security events

can leave openings for attacks and applications may be left

across multiple devices, applications and activities throughout

with little protection for some time.

CASE STUDY

Our strong partnerships with leading technology
providers mean we are also able to provide the

secure.

However, it doesn’t need to be like this. When an application
is migrated to the cloud the same security standards should

We helped a multinational insurance company

apply throughout, ensuring that security is just as robust in

migrate to the cloud, advising the application and

the cloud as it is on-premise.

IT operation teams on how they needed to deploy

the business. By having an all-encompassing view of securityrelated activity for both the on-site and off-site environments
this provides security operations teams with a deeper and more
accurate knowledge base from which to observe, interpret and
react to possible cyber threats.

their applications, what type of logging would be
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The environment should be completely transparent to the

required and what security controls they needed

end user and the experience remain the same regardless of

to deploy.

what is deployed and where it is hosted.

If you would like to find out more about how
RiverSafe can help you and your business then
please get in touch. Alternatively, click the link
below to set up a call with a RiverSafe team

Then we deployed a SIEM platform on their cloud
It is perfectly possible to ensure security posture is

VPC and migrated the relevant apps. The SIEM

maintained or even improved in the cloud. It just takes

reported back any issues to the SOC team in order

confidence, tools, and the right people, to get the job done.

for them to remediate.

member.
We developed a number of cloud-related security
BOOK CONSULTATION

use cases and trained their SOC team so they had
a better understanding of the cloud technology
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and how best to respond when an incident occurs.

Managed Services
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Being prepared
makes it easier to
solve problems
should they arise.

ABOUT RIVERSAFE

WHY RIVERSAFE

RiverSafe is a leading cyber security intelligence partner,

We offer a comprehensive capability to enable our customers

supporting companies to put security at the heart of business

to accelerate time to value, derisk deployment and manage

operations & yield actionable business insight. Proudly supporting

business risks.

some of the world’s biggest companies -– including Vodafone,
Deutsche Banks and BP.

•

Passionate about customer success

Our expertise in both cyber solutions and our longstanding

•

Flexible, highly skilled resources

technology partnerships gives our customers an advantage over

•

Comprehensive suite of services

•

Collaborative

•

Proven track record

•

Vendor endorsed

evolving threats. We provide perspective on the status of security
infrastructure and remove existing silos to create a unified view of
activity and generate better operational outcomes.

For more information please visit:
www.riversafe.co.uk

GET IN TOUCH

If you would like to find out more about how RiverSafe can
help you please get in touch.
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